Analysis of a viral replication repressor: sequence requirements for a large symmetrical internal loop.
Nearly all members of the Carmovirus genus contain a structurally conserved 3' proximal hairpin (H5) with a large internal symmetrical loop (LSL). H5 has been identified as a repressor of minus-strand synthesis in a satellite RNA (satC), which shares partial sequence similarity with its helper virus Turnip crinkle virus (TCV). Repression was due to sequestration of the 3' end mediated by base pairing between 3' end sequence and the 3' side of the LSL (G. Zhang, J. Zhang and A. E. Simon, J. Virol., in press). Single site mutational analysis and in vivo genetic selection (SELEX) of the 14 base satC H5 LSL indicated specific sequences in the middle and upper regions on both sides of the LSL are necessary for robust satC accumulation in plants and protoplasts. Fitness of wild-type satC and satC LSL mutants to accumulate in plants, however, did not necessarily correlate with the ability of these RNAs to replicate in protoplasts. This suggests that the LSL might be involved in processes in addition to repression of minus-strand synthesis.